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The world in our hands is undergoing profound transformation. Our Planet is screaming for regeneration. We, the People, are 
struggling in our pursuit for happiness, while Peace is constantly being challenged. From climate change to heart-breaking wars, we 
are facing multiple overlapping crisis and, more than ever, we need concerted global action to get our world back into balance.

The 2022 Edition of the Estoril Conferences took one step further in that direction, by bringing together impactful leaders across 
multiple countries, generations, and backgrounds, who are in the frontline of change, to engage with the younger generations - the 
future leaders - in the discussion of the major global challenges humanity is currently facing. This sense of purpose to transform our 
world and common future for better, is what connected all the speakers, students and purposeful-driven partners engaged, who 
were also part of this new chapter we launched, in what we call The Purpose Generation.

As we always believed, the Estoril Conferences 2022 had an important mission in hands: not only to bring the experts and younger 
generations into an open and global dialogue about the future challenges; but also to set the agenda for further action. Action 
comes with dialogue and collaboration with the ones who are inspired for change and for a better world. The future is just here, now, 
and we all have the responsibility to do something. It’s never too late to start, even by the smallest action. 
 
Together we embarked on a journey that aimed to find solutions and commitment to the most urgent global challenges, creating 
strong connections for future initiatives, and a network of changemakers and leaders ready to act.  This call-to-action report brings 
a summary of all speakers’ contributions, and recommendations, provided on the related topics, highlighting the broader actions we 
should stop doing, and the ones we need to start urgently for a more balanced, sustainable, inclusive, and peaceful world. 

Bringing all together, made one thing very clear: that the commitment to a future of hope knows no boundaries, and it is in its 
undeniable belief and power that we are all connected. The presence and engagement felt at this year edition was a great living 
proof that the desire to rebalance our world is very much alive and shared by many. Pairing this belief with action while joining 
forces, will get us there and we hope this report will serve as guide to support us throughout this journey. A journey that sets a new 
tone and mission for the Estoril Conferences, that will for sure always remain a space of freedom, dialogue, and action. 

A deep thank you to all who have made the 2022 edition of Estoril Conferences such an impactful one.

Together we will keep standing. At the world’ service.
FOR PLANET. FOR PEOPLE. FOR PEACE.
 
 
Yours sincerely,

DISCLAIMER

Silvia Rodriguez
Executive Director
of the Estoril Conferences
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Driven by the the willingness to being an educational project and a pedagogical tool to create impact in the society, the Estoril 
Conferences has always believed in the extraordinary role of people to change the course of history. 

Established in 2009, it has bi-annually brought to Portugal some of the most prestigious world and national leaders from politics, 
business, universities, and civil society levels, including several Nobel Prize Laureates and Heads of State to discuss the main global 
challenges the world is facing, keeping an active role in finding actionable solutions for positive change.

It all started at the heart of Cascais, the host of Estoril Conferences for the last decade. With the support of DNA Cascais and the 
Institute for Strategic & International Studies, the previous editions were focused on one main overall theme: “Global Challenges, 
Local Answers”, sharing different visions and perspectives on disruptive topics with thousands of spectators and participants from 
all over the world.

In Cascais we continue, but now in a new home: Nova School of Business and Economics. We keep the same core values – Liberalism, 
Pluralism and Humanism – with a new strategic direction: an international platform to promote an open and intergenerational 
dialogue for effective change, engaging the youth, inspiring action while becoming global.

TOGETHER WE STAND.
At the world’s service.

About Cascais

Cascais is a traditional and charming Portuguese fishing 
town located near Lisbon, in Portugal, and is known 
for the many members of the royalty who lived there. 
Nowadays, Cascais is an important touristic point and a 
popular resort town. For decades chosen as a summer 
resort, Cascais has been, since the beginning of its history, 
a village sought after by those who wanted to make the 
most of the magnificent coastline of beaches and stroll 
in the nature. Among Cascais’ streets, you can discover 
lavish villas, a fort and museums, as well many interesting 
sights and attractions.

More about Cascais here. 

About NOVA SBE

Nova SBE is the most prestigious school of Business & 
Economics in Portugal and one of the leading Business 
Schools in Europe. Nova SBE has been a member of CEMS 
since December 2007 and is one of 77 Business schools 
with the attribution of being a Triple Crown institution 
worldwide, which implies accreditation by EQUIS, AMBA 
and AACSB. It was the first Portuguese Business School to 
acquire international accreditations and world-renowned 
recognition in higher education. Nova SBE’s international 
vision is also reflected in the adoption of English as 
the main language of instruction. More than half of the 
undergraduate courses and all master’s, MBA and PhD 
programs are taught in English. 

More about NOVA SBE here. 

http://www.cascais.pt
http://www.novasbe.unl.pt/en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUuzFLn3kUc
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The world continues to face multiple overlapping crisis. The Planet is screaming for regeneration. People are struggling in their 
pursuit for happiness. A severe peace crisis is on the top of the global agenda. More than ever, it needs concerted global action.

Under the main theme “Rebalancing our World: A call to the Purpose Generation”, the 2022 Edition of Estoril Conferences 
brought an open and disruptive dialogue on the current global situation, on the 1st and 2nd of September of 2022, hosted by Nova 
School of Business & Economics, at Carcavelos Campus, with a two-day agenda focused on major global challenges for Planet,
for People, for Peace. 

REBALANCING OUR WORLD
A call to the Purpose Generation 

+2.000
in-person

participants

+50
purpose-driven

partners

+2.000
online

attendees

+100
impactful
speakers

4
parallel events 
at other CEMS 

Business Schools

THE PURPOSE 
GENERATION
All who are inspired and 
motivated by creating 

positive impact and 
change in the world.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMY91s1b37w&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZsRTWa7Mi0&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=1
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A GLOBAL DIALOGUE

CEMS Video Challenge Competition

The CEMS Video Challenge Competition 
aimed to canvass the duality of the issues 
raised in the Technology & Ethics field 
and explore practical resolutions, creating 
understanding and youth awareness.
The winning team attended personally 
the 2022 Edition of Estoril Conferences
to present their work.

Find out more about the winner project on page 64 

Photo Credits: Brandon MacIntosh, Multi Media Specialist, Ivey Business School

The Purpose Generation Program

It embraces several initiatives that aim to inspire the Purpose Generation to take the lead, think broader and engage in the issues of our 
societies, providing them with the tools and empowerment to lead. Under this program, CEMS has promoted several initiatives.

#SpeedUpSustainability CEMS 
Business Project Program with 
McKinsey & Company

The program was designed with the 
purpose of enabling teams of CEMS 
business students to create comparable 
insights from 10 countries, through the 
guidance of volunteers from McKinsey, 
to foster sustainability in local SMEs. 
The CEMS students’ outputs were 
showcased at Estoril Conferences 2022 
in a dedicated parallel session.

CEMS Global Citizenship Seminar

Integrated in the CEMS MIM 
Curriculum, it is a two-day course 
that offers an experiential learning 
experience focused on one or more 
of the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). This year, it had the 
added focus of engaging the Purpose 
Generation in the resolution of these 
global challenges, to nurture Estoril 
Conferences’ discussions and debates. 

Amplified by strategic partnerships for an international scale

The 2022 Edition of the Estoril Conferences partnered with CEMS (The Global Alliance in Management Education),  encompassing 
the leading business schools worldwide, as Strategic Partner – and McKinsey & Company as Knowledge Partner, to amplify the 
intergenerational dialogue on global challenges and engage with the Purpose Generation worldwide. Although the main venue was 
in Portugal, the activities were broadcasted in a global online platform open and free to all participants, with several joint events 
with live interactions at other 4 CEMS schools.

Additionally, other CEMS schools also collaborated to expand engagement within their local and global communities. These include: 
SGH Warsaw School of Economics (Poland), Rotterdam School of Management (The Netherlands), Stockholm School of Economics 
(Sweden) and Cornell University (USA). All united by the shared mission of developing and training the leaders of tomorrow for a 
more humane, purposeful, and action-driven leadership.

Leadership for a Sustainable Future in Latin America

Held on the 01st and 02nd of September 2022, it brought 
together leaders from different fields to discuss the current 
challenges and opportunities with respect to market 
forces that operate within challenging societal spaces (e.g. 
academic, business, technology, and government) of the 
Latin American region.

The Purpose of the Corporation

A one-day conference of thought leadership and discussion 
on whether businesses can prioritise purpose while at the 
same time satisfying the financial objectives of shareholders. 
It was held on the 01st of September 2022, and counted with 
the presence of senior business leaders, academics, members 
of the media and management students.

Rethinking our Thinking for a Sustainable Future

Full-day event of collaboration and meaningful learning, 
held on the 01st of September 2022. An array of multi-
generational leaders, from different sectors and disciplines, 
were challenged to rethink how they think about 
approaching complex challenges. All united by the desire to 
learn more about innovative, disruptive, and collaborative 
ways to create a sustainable future.

More info here.

Technology through StartUps for a More 
Sustainable Business

Panel discussion held on the 01st of September 2022 about 
the opportunities and challenges of driving change for a 
more sustainable business. It counted with the presence of 
a startup founder and two university researchers who are 
working on this field. The discussion was facilitated by a 
strategy consultant specialized in sustainability issues.

More info here.

Canada

Finland

Colombia

United Kingdom

We are looking forward to extending our network through a collaboration with Estoril Conferences to promote 
an open and impactful dialogue on global challenges and to engage with the changemakers of tomorrow.

Conferences like this one are great for everyone to debate global issues, to come up with ideas that will make us 
progress faster, because what can be better than a sustainable, inclusive, growing future for all in the world?

Greg Whitwell | CEMS Chair & Dean of the University of Sydney Business School

Sven Smith | Chairman & Director of the McKinsey Global Institute

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9txOtUrU_NU
https://www.ivey.uwo.ca/news/news-ivey/2022/september/rethinking-our-thinking-for-a-sustainable-future/
https://www.aalto.fi/en/news/a-sustainable-future-needs-innovative-start-ups
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NJ1Tv9yPeU&t=2s
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Emile Von 
Schomberg
CEMS Student
at Nova SBE

The Netherlands

“I have a dream.”

The balls to adapt and improvise your speech on the spot for 250
thousand people saying “I have a dream”.
Words that Martin Luther King never intended to speak.
Words that became one of the most iconic lines in history.
Words that addressed timeless problems still present today.
Words inspiring the belief that things will get better.

Today, we gather to discuss some of the most pressing issues of our time.
These have also existed for a while, and we will continue to face them.

Poverty will not disappear overnight.
Climate change will not be solved overnight.
The war in Ukraine will not stop overnight.

But also we have hope to believe we will solve these over time.
It is not only a moral imperative of mankind, it is our responsibility
in the defining sense of response-ability, the ability to respond.
Our existential responsibility and we are destined to take it.

The world is in our hands.

Let us not forget the lack of responsibility leading to several historic tragedies,
that inaction is a choice too, that we are defined by what we do and by what
we don’t do. Who are you going to be? A bystander of the present or an innovator of 
the future? Yes, an innovator in the original sense of innovare. It is through beginning 
something anew that you experience authentic freedom, reveal to others who you 
really are, and do the unexpected. Who are you going to be?

Today, we find ourselves in a room full of leading politicians, top-notch innovators, 
first-class intellectuals, inspirational activists and - if I may speak on behalf of my peers 
- aspirational students. We find ourselves amidst all generations, those with
hard-earned wisdom from the past and those setting their initial steps into the future.
We find ourselves in a leading business school dedicated to impact the world.
How can you take this opportunity to go beyond the accountability of your attendance 
here today? What can you do today to set a step beyond the expected?
To set a step beyond your own expectations?
And tomorrow?
And the day after tomorrow.
And the day after…
How can you become more of who you really are?
What makes you different from anyone else?
What makes you you?
Why are you here?

More than judgment, we need initiative.
More than accountability, we need responsibility.
More than thoughts, we need action for dressing like a revolutionary does not make 
you one.

Let’s fight for a better world.
WE ARE THE PURPOSE GENERATION.

THE PURPOSE GENERATION 
DECLARATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2Jqh7DMfPw&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=3
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Marcelo
Rebelo de Sousa
President
of Portugal

Portugal

Welcome to Nova SBE
Daniel Traça emphasised the decisive 
role of the youth in responding to future 
challenges through the renovation and 
creation of institutions adapted to “a new 
paradigm”. The Dean also highlighted that 
business schools should be one of the hot 
spots of this paradigm shift in considering 
leadership. “To lead change, business 
schools must go beyond advocating social 
responsibility. We must develop humanist 
leaders among the ‘purpose generation’”.

Solemn Moment
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa underlined 
the central role of the new generation, 
the “leaders of the new world”, also 
pointing to the “list of uncertainties” 
overshadowing the global future, 
emphasizing issues such as climate 
change, energy transition, growing 
economic and social inequalities, 
the emergence of populism, and the 
digital revolution. The President of 
Portugal stated that concerns related 
to inclusion should be a top priority 
of the ‘purpose generation’, alongside 
respect for international law and human 
rights. He defended the importance of 
dialogue and acceptance in combating 
racism, xenophobia, and all types of 
discrimination. “It is so simple, and yet so 
difficult to achieve”, he concluded.

Welcome to Cascais
“To create a space for reflection that 
represents a window to the world” and 
bring “free and committed citizens” 
together to discuss challenges that are 
decisive for the future of humanity: 
that is how the Mayor of Cascais, Carlos 
Carreiras, referred to the mission that 
has underpinned the Estoril Conferences 
from the very beginning, since 2009. 
In the opening speech, the Mayor 
stressed that “these Conferences aren’t 
the destination: they are a path. Why? 
Because in the end we will always leave 
this place with even more questions 
and fewer certainties than the ones 
we brought in when we arrived at this 
auditorium”.

“We need inspirational, creative and 
courageous men and women that can
lead us to reformed institutions”

Welcome to Nova SBE 
Alfredo de Sousa Foundation

Having been part of the Estoril 
Conferences’ journey since the launch 
of its very first edition, Miguel Pinto Luz 
reminded us that the Estoril Conferences 
were created as a space to discuss our 
future as a community. It continues to 
be today, but now in new times. “Times 
of change, times of reinvention, times 
of transformation” as the President of 
the Alfredo de Sousa Foundation stated, 
appealing to students to bring their 
“refreshing energy” to the debate, as 
a driving force for a future of hope, to 
“find new routes, to take new places in 
the process of trying to solve our global 
challenges”.

OPENING SESSIONS
Solemn Moment & Welcome Speeches

Daniel Traça
Dean of Nova School
of Business and Economics

Portugal

Carlos Carreiras
Mayor of Municipality
of Cascais

Portugal

“[Estoril Conferences] officially belong to 
the young people of Cascais, the young 
people of the country and the world”

Miguel Pinto Luz
Vice Mayor of Municipality
of Cascais & President of 
Alfredo de Sousa Foundation

Portugal

“We need to invest in an era which 
embraces prosperity and peace”

“We will try to support you, but we 
count on your leadership. You are
the leaders of the new world, not us”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWgCY3csC5M&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOklJUxrCnU&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvGEoeK6N5U&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAhQb2kXxW8&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=5
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Our Planet has been the home of several species for millions of years, including us, humans.
We have been living all connected in a large, dynamic, web of life, but we have changed. From one of the thousands species that 
inhabit Earth to one of the most powerful creatures on the Planet. From nomads to villagers. From hunter-gatherers to farmers. 
From simple inhabitants to world explorers. We settled. We conquered. We discovered. Spreading out around the world.

With us, the Planet changed. From flourishing forests to deforestation. From exquisite species to declining biodiversity. From 
magnificent glaciers to melting polar ice. From thriving oceans to polluted waters. From steady changes to climate crisis. Now with 
stronger storms, droughts, floods, and destructive wildfires. We have no choice, but to change again. 

Planet was the first major theme discussed at Estoril Conferences 2022 on September 1st, having brought together several impactful 
speakers from all over the globe. Despite having different areas of expertise, visions and experiences, they were all united by the 
same common mission: to inspire immediate action and commitment for our Planet. 

20 Pioneering Spirit: The key to invent the future 

22 Handshake of Generations: How to say goodbye to a glacier?

24 The Earth is Speaking: Now or Never

26 Making systems change initiatives work for our planet

28 Financial Capitalism & Sustainability

30 Business Sustainability: Seeing business in the big picture 

32 Playing Offense in the Net-Zero Transition: a value creation opportunity

34 Scaling Up the Global Ambition: The journey to net-zero

36 Digitalization as a driver of the circular economy

38 The Purpose of Arts

40 Key Takeways For Planet

The time we have to
reduce emissions to zero.

Data cited by Andri Magnason

Years
30

The investment we need to decarbonize
our activities over the next 30 years.

Data cited by Luisa Gómez Bravo

Trillion
$270

THERE IS ONLY
ONE PLANET EARTH.
It is screaming for regeneration.

9 Sessions 

Contributors
18

Countries
14

Female
56%

Male
44%

Age Range
20 - 64 
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But it is a disaster to think only in what we are used to know.
Very often we are raised to refuse everything we don’t know. We don’t want to be 
challenged by the doubts or question marks, so we don’t look right or left. We just go 
straight ahead. By not being able to adapt, humanity has created a lot of damage in 
the Planet. We need to go out of this myth to rely only in scientifically proven facts.

The future is not an extrapolation of the past. 
Every time we say we need new solutions, people say it is impossible. It is precisely 
because nobody has done it before that we have to try it. Otherwise, it will always 
remain impossible. The future is uncertain and it requires from us to be innovative,
to do and to think the opposite of what we have always done and thought before.

For every different way to think and to do, there is a new direction.
Innovation happens when you get rid of old beliefs and leave enough space for 
something completely new. Several dreams of humankind (e.g. walking on the moon, 
flying in the sky) that were considered to be impossible for centuries suddenly 
happened. Why? Because pioneers decided to break the rules, opening a new world
of possibilities. We have to put the pioneering spirit at the centre.

Solar Impulse 
Foundation

STOP SHOUTING PROBLEMS,
CALL FOR SOLUTIONS
Pioneering Spirit: The key to invent the future

We tend to live in
a straight line 

Impossible until now, 
not forever

Drop the habits,
be disruptive 

“Push the governments to implement
the solutions (…) We know the problems,
what we need is to put hope on the solutions. 
You, we, all of us, have to shout solutions, 
solutions, solutions (…) and will have a result”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The story of

We have to decide
if we want to be actors
of the future or victims
of the past”

“

Bertrand Piccard
Initiator & Chairman
of the Solar Impulse Foundation

Switzerland

Flying around the world, with no noise, 
no fuel, no pollution, in a solar-powered 
airplane. Impossible, said the entire 
aviation industry. Now, a reality. What 
started as a dream of Bertrand Piccard 
is now a life mission of The Solar Impulse 
Foundation that, by focusing on ecology 
as a driving force of the economy, has 
identified +1000 solutions that exist 
today, are economically profitable and 
capable of protecting the environment. 
It is currently carrying this message 
worldwide, raising public awareness on 
the power of clean technology to create
a more sustainable way of living. 

More about the Solar Impulse Foundation here.

https://solarimpulse.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-R98hJ1was&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=9http://
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We are in a paradigm 
shift (…) so big that 
it confronts all of 
our political beliefs, 
textbooks, studies 
and laws”

“

Andri Magnason
Writer & Documentary
Film Director

Iceland

Yet, we are disconnected with this century.
In the year 2100, we expect the pH level of the world oceans to drop from 8.1 to 7.7 
and that is the greatest change in the world’s oceans for 50 million years. One of the 
most dramatic sentences a human being can say, but strangely every single word 
seems meaningless. Issues are larger than words. 

Every sector needs radical change, every job has a higher purpose.
In a paradigm shift, we are part of the change, or we will be hit by the change. It can 
take 100 years for a new paradigm to be acknowledged and understood, but the scale 
of nature leaving geological speed and entering human speed is so enormous that a 
single human being born today, becoming as old as our grandmother, is seeing greater 
change in the world’s oceans than all of man’s ancestors.

As it is close to us. 2100 is not a distant future, it is tomorrow.
Most of young people today will know and love someone deeply that is still out there 
in the year 2140, 2150 or more. Everything we do will have a direct effect on them, 
on people that are very close to us. We want them to look at our time with pride and 
gratitude, because we knew what was happening and we eventually did the right thing.

Do your own 
calculations

DO NOT SHRUG, CONNECT 
INTIMATELY WITH THE FUTURE
Handshake of Generations: How to say goodbye to a glacier?

We are in 
unprecedent times

Everything needs
to be rethought

Connect deeply
with the future

“All your working life is about this (…)  It is a 
challenge to be born today, but (…) we have 
already all the inventions, all the technology. 
It can be a very interesting time to be a 
generation that has to enter the workforce 
and change everything for 30 years”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

To think about

When is someone still alive that you will 
love? Take your age. Imagine you will 
become as old as your grandmother. 
Imagine you will meet and love a 20 years 
old. Then imagine that person reaching 
a wise old age. When is someone still 
alive that you will love? It can be 2120, 
2150 or more. Our time is the time of 
the people that we know and love, the 
time that created us. Our time is also 
the time of the people that we will know 
and love, the time that we create. We can 
easily span 230 years – the handshake of 
generations.

More about Andri’s work here.

https://www.andrimagnason.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iuuZEysp4Q&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=10
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The era of fossil fuels is over.
Everything that has been done in the name of development has eventually led to this 
crisis. We have been taught to strive for infinite growth, but how if the Planet has 
limited resources? We are told that the next thing will come from innovation, but how 
can we build a future with no wisdom? We need to learn with the teachings of the past.

To the communities that have been able to live in harmony with nature.
It is on indigenous lands where we find forests, clean water, and protected areas. 
Despite being targets of extractivism for decades, indigenous people have still 
managed to be stewards of these areas, thanks to their deep understanding of nature 
and emotional tie to it. To protect Mother Earth, we need to protect the protectors. 

Bridging the Western World language and indigenous knowledge.
We need to distinguish real from false solutions. Rights of nature, for instance, 
draw the line of what you can do to nature. It is meeting halfway from indigenous 
knowledge and speaking the language of the big rooms with decision-making. 
Ecuador is the 1st country to recognize rights of nature in its constitution.

Indigenous
Communities 

TAKE CARE OF LIFE,
DO NOT TAKE OVER
The Earth is Speaking: Now or Never

The world needs
to be reimagined

Listen to indigenous 
people

Strengthen 
cooperative ties

“We are going to push you [current leaders] (…) 
You know how systems work, how to change 
them. But we will also help you steer that path 
because we need to go on (…) a faster direction.
It cannot take us 100 years of paradigm shift”
Xiye Bastida

A Message from the
Purpose Generation

Real-life testimonials

There is a line that you 
cannot cross, and humanity 
has crossed that line over 
and over again”
Helena Gualinga

“

Helena
Gualinga 
Environmental
& Human Rights Activist 

Ecuador

Weza
Bombo João 
Student at the
University of St. Gallen

Angola

Xiye
Bastida  
Co-Founder of
Re-Earth Initiative 

Mexico

Lihn
Do
Director, Wattle Fellowship at 
the University of Melbourne 

Australia

Helena and Xiye’s families, both living 
in indigenous communities, have 
been working in the climate space 
for longer than they have been alive. 
Feeling at heart the consequences of 
climate change, both have seen their 
communities affected by severe floods. 
Despite their differences, they keep 
fighting to protect their lands, sharing 
similar philosophies and beliefs, such 
as The Living Forest (seeing everything 
on this planet as a living being) and 
Indigenous Principles (e.g. if you take, 
you must give back), also shared by other 
indigenous communities worldwide.

More about Xiye’s story here and Helena’s here.

https://www.xiyebeara.com/about
https://www.instagram.com/helenagualinga/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoRggr0LX98&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=11
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There is hope because 
there is a group
of people (…) who are 
actively working with 
systematic lens”

“

Katharina Wagner
Associate Partner
at McKinsey & Company

Germany

Fixing symptoms here and there.
Our world is facing a lot of hard and incredibly persistent issues, but our societal 
systems are not well-equipped to address it. We never really look to what is 
underneath. In many cases, our systems perpetuate the problems because we are not 
seeing all the things that are converging to create them. 

The case of Systems Social Entrepreneurs.
Group of people with an entrepreneurial mindset, working on problems with societal 
relevance, through systemic lens. They are looking into what is really driving the 
problems to find leverage points to change the entire systems. There are thousands 
of social entrepreneurs worldwide with impactful systems change initiatives.

To scale up their impact.
A lot of these initiatives never make the leap. Why? Funding tends to be restrictive 
and does not always encourage changes and pivots. To better support it, it is 
important to adopt a systems mindset, support evolving paths to systems change, 
work in true partnership, prepare for long-term engagement and collaborate with 
other funders and stakeholders.

Ashoka fellows
in Germany

ADDRESS WHAT IS UNDERNEATH 
INSTEAD OF FIXING SYMPTOMS
Making systems change initiatives work for our planet

We are used to 
sticking band-aids

Systemic lens
are what we need

Support systems 
change initiatives

“(…) think systemically about the problem 
you are trying to solve. (…)  Figure out where 
your organisation can work with social 
entrepreneurs to scale their ideas. (…) how can 
you truly achieve societal level scale change”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The case study of

McKinsey has taken a group of social 
entrepreneurs, Ashoka fellows in 
Germany, to estimate what was the 
economic potential of taking these 
ideas from a small project stage to a 
big, emphazised level. It was found that 
estimating for the 72 Ashoka Fellows, 
we were looking at a multibillion-euro 
potential economically per year. This was 
a tiny group. Taking into consideration 
that there are thousands of social 
entrepreneurs worldwide, imagine how 
big the impact of scaling systems change 
initiatives can be.

More info on published reports here, here and here.

https://www.ashoka.org/en-us/story/small-systemic-multibillion-euro-potential-social-innovations
https://www.ashoka.org/de-de/embracing-complexity
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/new-allies-how-governments-can-unlock-potential-social-entrepreneurs-common-good-new
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qaBW_cQD3w4&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=12
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It has entered the financial systems on a structural level.
When we speak about sustainability, we are dealing with scarcity and scarcity is what 
economics is all about. It is not new. The big challenge is understanding how we can 
leverage the ingredients of the modern economy to drive change: scarce resources, 
globalization, education, and technology, as Mário Centeno pointed out.

Banks and financial institutions play a critical role.
How? Mobilizing capital for sustainable finance, delivering comprehensive solutions for 
their clients aligned with the sustainability agenda and setting targets concerning the 
indirect emissions in their portfolios, by directing loans to lower carbon industries, are 
some meaningful ways to drive the needed change, as stated by Luisa Gómez Bravo.

With commitment and patience. This is a long-term race.
To be successful, a structural transformation needs time. As Mário Centeno said, 
sustainability will not be delivered to our homes. It takes effort, clarity on the path, 
incentives, and global cooperation. Everybody has a role to play here. For close 
cooperation discussions at a global scale, we need transparent and clear standards 
about what is sustainable - meaningful information that we can trust and compare.

The European
Central Bank & BBVA

PUT SUSTAINABILITY AT THE
HEART OF THE FINANCIAL AGENDA
Financial Capitalism & Sustainability

Sustainability at
the core of finance

Walk the talk for
a green transition 

Stepping up to the 
challenge together

“We are at AHA moment. A starts for ambition. 
The H for Hope. Without hope, we will not 
succeed. We need it to fuel motivation and 
endurance. (…) A for action – measurable, 
effective and concrete.”
Luisa Gómez Bravo

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The case of

We better act now, because 
it will cost (...) money, but 
the bill will much more 
expensive in the future”
Irene Heemskerk

“

Stefan
Grobe
Brussels Correspondent
for Euronews

Belgium

Irene
Heemskerk  
Head of European Central
Bank of Climate Change Centre 

The Netherlands

Mário
Centeno
Governor of
Banco de Portugal 

Portugal

Luisa
Gómez Bravo
Global Head of Corporate &
Investment Banking BBVA 

Spain

The European Central Bank has a Climate 
Change Centre dedicated to monitor the 
effects of climate change on the economy 
and to keep track of the risks, working 
closely with others central banks across 
the globe to green the financial system. 
BBVA has also put sustainability at the 
core of their strategy, having committed 
to €200 billion in sustainable finance by 
2025, being net-zero by 2050 in their 
portfolios, while engaging in pioneering 
financing products across the globe, 
including emerging markets to promote 
inclusive growth.

More about the work of the Climate Change Centre at 
the ECB and BBVA.

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/ecb/climate/html/index.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/ecb/climate/html/index.en.html
https://www.bbva.com/en/responsible-banking/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3IxLnzfXUo&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=13
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Unless we change the 
way that businesses run, 
we will continuously
fall off a cliff”

“

Tima Bansal
Professor at Ivey Business School 
& Head of Innovation North

Canada

Business needs to drive it.
We are currently demanding too much of Earth, having far exceeded the Planet’s 
regenerative capacity. Businesses leaders need to change the way business acts 
for the future collective good, fulfilling human needs within the limits of natural 
resources. It is a key actor to make sustainable development work.

We have unintentionally become unsustainable.
What is the purpose of strategy? Growth, but then natural resources collapse. What 
is the purpose of marketing? To sell, but there is only so much stuff the Planet can 
hold. What is the purpose of operations? To cut, but as prices go down, we buy more. 
Everybody wants to be a leader, everything has become about self-interest.

A paradigm that not only reduces harm, but does good.
If we always look at the parts of something, we forget the whole and we have to start 
remembering what we do in the big picture. If we put the system approach back into 
view for organizations, we can get them to see their impact on the system and how 
the system impacts them. Systems-based solutions value the natural environment in 
its place at the same time they generate income.

Innovation North

BREAK THE WIRING FOR PROFITS, 
APPLY A SYSTEMS MINDSET
Business Sustainability: Seeing business in the big picture

We need sustainable 
development

Profit-seeking in
the DNA of business

Apply a system 
thinking approach

The story of

Driven by the belief that we can create 
a future where businesses and society 
thrive together, Tima Bansal founded 
Innovation North, a research-practice 
collaborative that is reimagining 
innovation in corporations, applying a 
system thinking approach. Companies are 
not just producing more products.
They are thinking about the impact
of the product, not just on their profits, 
but also on the system, allowing 
businesses to become more resilient and 
systematically create a more prosperous 
and sustainable society.

More about Innovation North here.

“Business does not need to be the problem. It 
can be and should be the solution. Sustainable 
development is not an elusive vision, but an 
achievable aspiration, and I think we can do it.”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

https://innovationnorth.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLe-fNFPVKw&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=14
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It is one of the biggest challenges companies are facing right now.
Customers seek it. Investors expect it. Regulators require it. Talent wants it. Many 
companies are setting ambitious emission-reduction targets, but only a few have 
a clear game plan, facing real execution challenges. To answer these challenges, 
companies have to think about how they can create value through sustainability.

Focused on managing risks.
If you have not adhered to sustainability, you are going to have higher costs of capital. 
You might lose market share and you might have assets that are not in line with the 
net-zero transition. From this perspective, you are mostly managing risks, trying to 
play defense. 

Focused on capturing value and building circular business models.
On the value creation side, a lot can be done: decarbonize the core of your business 
– businesses will have to follow the dual-mission of both cost and carbon reduction; 
think how you can commercialize sustainability, unlocking green portfolio moves; and 
how to build new green business through key game changer technologies.

Move your 
sustainability 
strategy from good 
to great

SHIFT FROM A DEFENSIVE
TO AN OFFENSIVE STRATEGY
Playing Offense in the Net-Zero Transition: A value creation opportunity

Sustainability is
no longer an option

Moving from
a defensive approach

Playing offense
for net-zero 

“Today (…)  is soon going to be the past. (…) the 
day we are going to look back to and judge our 
actions and decisions. (…) Let’s make sure we 
have made the right decisions not only in our 
personal lives, but also in the businesses we run”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

Tips to

In order to achieve the 
net-zero transition, we 
have not only to think 
about the costs, but to 
think about the value that 
sustainability can create”

“

Fehmi Yüksel
Associate Partner
at McKinsey & Company

This journey is not easy or short, but 
businesses can indeed create value as 
they become sustainable. In order to 
improve your sustainability strategy, 
there are five important things to look 
for: work analytically and fact-based; 
develop a clear vision and target picture; 
communicate a clear sustainability story 
both internally and externally; anchor 
sustainability at your core; build the right 
competencies. Think bold and innovate 
your business.

Germany

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jy57sfWQQmU&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=15
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This is a path of no return. 
(…) It is not going to be 
comfortable, it is not going 
to be easy, but we need
to commit”
Vera Pinto Pereira

“
We cannot keep making profits harming the planet and people.
There are three big challenges that we all must embrace: climate emergency, the 
loss of nature, mounting inequality. Anyone who thinks we can continue the same 
trajectory will not be successful. It is economically risky, environmentally damaging, 
socially unacceptable. The game of leading a business has completely changed. 

To deliver the big global transformations.
There are three main barriers to implement the solutions we need: selfishness, 
greed and apathy. This is why we don’t act on the big things. We need to change our 
behaviours and everyday habits. It is going to be a bumpy ride. Some companies are 
pushing and investing for better solutions, but it is going to take time.

Moving urgently, together, and creatively.
Connectivity made local problems a global issue and, for a global issue, we need 
inclusive global action. Collaborating across value chains, inventing new technology to 
meet our decarbonization goals (50% does not exist or it is still in prototyping phase) 
while putting advocacy in action are important steps to take.

EDP, Santander, 
WBCSD & The
Motor Sector

SET TARGETS, COMMITMENTS 
AND PLANS TO DELIVER THEM
Scaling Up Global Ambition: The journey to net-zero

Business as usual
is death

We need to change 
internally

Cooperating at
a global scale 

“Make sure your education includes stories 
around environmental and social impacts of 
business. Do not fall in the trap of signing up 
to a shareholder value centric education. (…)
be a voice in the global debate”
Peter Bakker

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The examples of 

EDP and Santander are two companies 
that have been actively supporting the 
green transition. EDP is committed to 
have 100% of the energy produced 
renewable by 2030 and to invest 
300 million by 2030 to ensure a fair 
and inclusive energy transition, while 
Santander has been carbon neutral since 
2020 and it is committed to finance 220 
billion of green and sustainable finance, 
for instance. To guide business action 
in the next decade, WBCSD has created 
a map entitled “Vision 2050: Time to 
Transform” for people to live well, within 
the planetary boundaries.

More about the work of Santander, EDP and WBCSD.

Tina
Thörner
Race Director for FIA
Smart Driving Challenge

Sweden

Vera
Pinto Pereira
Executive Board Member at
EDP & CEO EDP Comercial

Portugal

António
Simões 
CEO of Santander Spain
& Regional Head of Europe

Portugal

Peter
Bakker 
President & CEO
of the WBCSD

Switzerland

https://www.santander.com/en/our-approach/inclusive-and-sustainable-growth
https://www.edp.com/en/sustainability/leading-energy-transition
https://www.wbcsd.org/Overview/About-us/Vision-2050-Time-to-Transform
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JurNxgB130&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=16
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Challenge yourself.
Be curious. Allow yourself to be inspired, provoked. Get out of your comfort zone. 
What is the worst that can happen? Build bridges across generations. Take your share 
of responsibility and work on repurposing.

It depends on how you view things.
“The world is hungry for us to unite together as opportunity makers” (Kare Anderson, 
TED Talk). Let’s make those opportunities. How? By building bridges to diverse 
networks. People have different views and ideas. It is about listening. What are the 
challenges? Where are the frictions? How can we overcome it?

It is the only way to solve the challenges we have at hands.
Finding solutions in our networks. “No one knows everything, everyone knows 
something, all knowledge resides in humanity” (Lévy, 1997). Knowledge resides in 
networks because we are all connected on this planet through six degrees (Milgram, 
1967). Maybe 5.7 degrees of separation today.

The Peladrone 
Project

LOOK AT YOUR NETWORKS
AND CREATE BRIDGES
Digitalization as a driver of the circular economy

Moving from words 
to action

Opportunities
are here

Put the pieces 
together

“Think about your networks. What do [they] 
look like beyond your first relationship? (…) Go 
out and build a bridge. (…) Meet someone you 
haven’t met before. (…) This will be the only 
way that we can solve our global challenges”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The story of

We have gone from 
problem solvers to 
solution finders (…) 
finding the different 
pieces and put them 
together”

“

Robin Teigland
Professor at Chalmers 
University of Technology
& Co-Founder of Peniche 
Ocean Watch

Fishing has long defined the livelihoods 
of coastal communities in Portugal, with 
90% of the industry made up of small to 
medium-sized fisheries. By chance, Robin 
and her partner listened to the life stories 
of some these fishermen and understood 
that a broken economic model was 
destroying their livelihoods and the 
ocean. Taking this challenge at heart, 
they created The Peladrone Project, an 
innovation project that through a blue 
circular economy model and multilateral 
relations between Portugal, Norway, 
and Sweden, seeks to digitally transform 
coastal communities.

More about the project here.

USA - Sweden

https://www.penicheoceanwatch.com/peladrone
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jknFQ6ERU7g
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THE PURPOSE OF ARTS
AY Young, Estoril Conferences’ Youth Ambassador, performed at the 2022 
Edition, in Portugal. Known by powering his concerts (“The Battery Tour”) 
using renewable energy, he was recently named a UN Youth Leader for SDGs 
and performed at President Biden’s inauguration. AY is currently working on
a Global Goals album, labelled “Project 17” in collaboration with Earth’s biggest 
artists to create one song for each of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals.

AY Young
Producer, Singer
& Entrepreneur

USA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7r9JZdoAS78&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=25
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Key Takeways
Summary of some of the broader actions we should stop doing, and the ones 
we need to start urgently for Planet, based on the speakers’ contributions 
and recommendations provided on the related topics.
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We are the people and this is our future.
There are more than 8 billion people on this Planet. It will be almost 11 billion in the next century. Living in a world of our own. Full 
of doubts, fears, anxieties but also hopes and dreams. We are the dominant species on Earth. More powerful than ever. Yet, not 
fully happy. Why? What connects us is also distracting us. Overwhelming us. Driving us apart. Further and further away. Despite the 
efforts made so far, we still feed several forms of exclusion. Why?

Is technology working for us or against us? Is education transforming people’s lives or driving inequality? Is inclusion deeply rooted 
or still being questioned? Is health our greatest source of vitality or our biggest fear? In the double-edged sword of life, we must find 
our balance again.

People was the second major theme discussed at Estoril Conferences 2022 on September 1st, also counting with the presence of 
several inspiring speakers from different parts of the world, who brought for discussion a global outlook on humanity and a critical 
reflection on how we can overcome the challenges we currently have at hands.

46 Superpowers for thriving in constant change 

48 Diversity of Voices: A mirror of humanity

50 Diversity, Inclusion, Equity & Belonging

52 Uniqueness in a diverse world

54 The Human Endeavour to Break Current Vicious Cycles

56 You, the Future of Mental Health

58 What to do now that we have the power to reach anyone, anytime, anywhere?

60 Re-Imagining an Education with Purpose

62 The Future of Business Schools - For a Sustainable and Peaceful Future

64 CEMS Video Challenge Competition

66 Key Takeways For People

People by 2050 that we want to live well,
within the Planetary Boundaries.

Data cited by Peter Bakker

Billion
+9

People are predicted to die 
by suicide before 2022 is over.

Data from WHO cited by Lee Crockford

Thousand
800

IN THIS PLANET,
LIVE BILLIONS OF PEOPLE. 
Each deserving of pursuing happiness.

10 Sessions 

Contributors
26

Countries
22

Female
65%

Male
35%

Age Range
22 - 61

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL41HIDl_q8&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=18
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Suffering from a massive yang overdose.
Yang energy has been running the show and, as a result, we have lost the creativity 
and edge a sustainable thriving society needs. Mother Earth is losing the ability to 
self-regulate, humanity is unsteady – from mental health to lack of meaning, from 
work-life balance to lack of belonging. All wrapped in an ever-increasing anxiety.

All happening against a backdrop of constant, relentless change. 
No one knows what the future holds. To bring calm and clarity to at least some of this 
messiness, we need to embrace a flux mindset – the ability to see all change, good or 
bad, as an opportunity to learn, growth and improve. An attitude of abundance and 
optimism, grounded in the wisdom of what you can and cannot control. 

The essential skills to see the future from a place of hope rather than fear. 
Instead of learning faster to have ever more, learn to run slower (living at a pace that 
is sustainable all time, kind to all beings), knowing you are enough as you are today 
and always have been. Be comfortable with ambiguity (not merely tolerating it, but 
embracing it for what it is), letting go of the fear of the unknown. These are the skills 
we need to bring things back into balance.

“Flux: 8 Superpowers 
for Thriving in 
Constant Change”

REBALANCE YOURSELF
TO REBALANCE THE WORLD
Superpowers for thriving in constant change

We are out
of balance

Flux mindset for
a world in flux

Develop flux 
superpowers

“A world in flux opens up a new world of 
opportunity for how each of you lives, 
works, leads, and creates positive change. 
Rebalancing our world hinges on rebalance 
ourselves”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

A must-read

Holding on to a reality that’s 
(…) past its prime (…) is far 
scarier. (…) it keeps us from 
crafting new stories about 
new futures full of hope”

“

April Rinne
Futurist, Advisor
& Author of “Flux”

USA

In her most recent book, April Rinne 
talks about the disciplines and 
practices we need to navigate in a 
world in constant flux. As April shared, 
change is complicated and messy, but 
it also defines today, tomorrow and 
the future. To better deal with it, we 
need a new mindset, one that allows 
us to improve our relationship to 
uncertainty, empowering us to show 
up more fully in life.

More about April’s book here.

https://fluxmindset.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CjdfzOi3N0&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=19
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“

Bodour Al Qasimi
President of the International 
Publishers Association 

United Arab Emirates

No matter who is at the receiving end.
There are millions of voiceless people who suffer from marginalisation, in silence and 
in pain, due to the willingness of institutions and individuals to marginalise an entire 
category of society in order to stay on trend. Prejudice damages societies, alienates 
whole communities and threatens our social peace and cohesiveness. 

It prevents us from not seeing others as they are.
Instead we see people through the lenses of our own belief systems. It is a moral 
obligation for each one of us to look into our hearts, to try to understand the intrinsic 
sources of our own prejudice, and to create a space for understanding, acceptance 
and respect for human diversity.

It requires intentional effort, lots of patience and an abundance of love.
Love, patience, unity. It is the only way out of division, disunity and chaos which 
threatens all of us, not just some of us. Prejudice denies many people the opportunity 
to achieve their human potential and live a fulfilled live. Why is it so hard for human 
beings to accept each other’s voices and stories as part of a larger human narrative?

Publishing Industry

CREATE SPACE FOR 
UNDERSTANDING
Diversity of Voices: A mirror of humanity

Prejudice
is prejudice

Ignorance as
a silent enemy

Understanding
to leave chaos

Real-life prejudice story

Bodour has personally faced her own 
story of prejudice, by being judged 
by her skin colour, name and gender, 
instead of her professional merit. Despite 
her own fear of prejudice, she had the 
determination to fight the hurtful 
remarks, rising through the ranks of 
the publishing industry to become the 
President of the International Publishers 
Association. The second woman to 
achieve it in 126 years. Moved by the 
dream of creating a more inclusive 
society, she continues to work on this 
mission today, promoting diversity and 
inclusion in publishing houses. 

Understanding requires
a hard look in the mirror
to find the shadows
in our reflection”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“For us to have an even slightest hope of a 
peaceful future, we must hold a mirror up 
as a society. We must check who is being 
represented and who is being marginalised for 
humanity to exist”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BK_3AG25uPk&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=20
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To be themselves.
Diversity is about representativeness (e.g. being invited to the party). Inclusion is 
about feeling respected (e.g. being asked to dance). Equity is making sure everyone 
gets what they need (e.g. having enough space to dance). Belonging is about truly 
fitting (e.g. getting to dance as if no one is watching).

Diverse companies are measurably more likely to outperform.
It helps attracts talents (more likely to join the company if they can be themselves), 
improves retention (people are less likely to leave if they don’t face any 
microaggressions in their day-to-day life), teams perform better (more diverse 
workforce with different insights likely leads to more accurate decisions), improving 
the overall employee’s satisfaction and company’s image.

Overcoming the current challenges: the case of LGBTQ+
Main barriers: Coming out (1/4 employees are still in the closet, 2/3 are junior), 
discrimination (facing glass ceilings in career promotions, having to fight for parental 
policies), micro-aggressions (e.g. being asked as a man: “do you have a girlfriend?”), 
isolation (the feeling of being the only one in the room, lacking role models).

Make workspaces 
friendlier for LGBTQ+

MAKE PEOPLE FEEL
THEY BELONG
Diversity, Inclusion, Equity & Belonging

Individuals need
safe spaces

It also benefits 
companies

Create inclusive 
workspaces

“People in minorities, by definition, are often 
not that many (…) They may not be enough (…) 
to make their own workplace more inclusive, 
they need friends (…) to help them. Make them 
at ease. Make them feel they belong”

A Message from the
Purpose Generation

Tips to 

It is not a
one step journey.
It is every day”

“

Luc Oster-Pecqueur
Manager at
McKinsey & Company

France

Avoid microaggressions (don’t make 
assumptions about people’s lives). 
Be a role model (show visible signs of 
support). Educate yourself and your peers 
(follow trainings in unconscious biases). 
Strengthen your pipeline (be vocal about 
LGBTQ+ inclusion to attract more of 
them in organizations). Sustain support 
networks (organize groups of allies and 
sponsors that support LGBTQ+ peers). 
Strengthen your policies (ensure policy 
elements that promote comfortable 
environments for LGBTQ+ people – e.g. 
parental leave, neutral restrooms).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tP5O9AGFgjo&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=21
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“

Jana
Degrott
Co-Founder of
WeBelong Europe

Luxembourg

Shani
Dhanda 
Award-winning Disability 
Specialist & Entrepreneur

United Kingdom 

Paola
Antonini
Influencer & Founder of 
Instituto Paola Antonini

Brazil

Isabelle
Christina 
Founder of Instituto 
Meninas Negras

Brazil

Learning to take space in a world that is not always designed for you.
Shani Dhanda is a South Asian woman born with a very rare genetic condition. After 
suffering from oppression on top of oppression, Shani decided to dedicate her life to 
give voice to the underrepresented communities, creating opportunities for people to 
feel seen and empowered to take their space in the world.

Understanding how important life is.
At 20 years old, Paola had an accident that led to the amputation of her leg. She 
currently has a prosthetic leg and leverages her experience as a force for good, 
by helping many kids and teenagers from underprivileged communities with their 
rehabilitation, providing prosthetic limbs that they could not afford. 

Making sure everyone has the ability to dream.
Isabelle was born in an underprivileged community, lacking proper access to quality 
education. Thanks to her mother, she was provided with opportunities that made 
her want to give back to her community. She is now focused on empowering young 
people and black girls from vulnerable conditions to academic and professional 
opportunities of development.  

For a more
inclusive world

OPEN DOORS FOR
THE UNDERPRIVILEGED
Uniqueness in a Diverse World

Be an activist
of our own future

Changing the world 
day by day

Leading with
your heart

Real-life projects

Paola Antonini, Shani Dhanda, Isabelle 
Christina and Jana Degrott are four 
fearless leaders who are breaking 
through the glass ceilings and changing 
the narratives, leading by example. All 
founders of projects that are committed 
to create a more inclusive world: Instituto 
Paola Antonini, Instituto Meninas Negras, 
Diversability, Asian Women Festival, 
Asian Disability Network and WeBelong 
Europe. Because representation matters, 
they are all dedicated to give back to 
their communities, opening doors for 
underrepresented voices in the spaces 
they currently occupy.

Self-limiting beliefs are 
the biggest reason why 
people don’t always do 
what they want to do”
Shani Dhanda

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“We need to make sure everyone is heard, 
seen, included. (…) We usually expect to see 
the results really fast (…) [but it is like] doing 
little things every day”
Paola Antonini

https://institutopaolaantonini.com.br/
https://institutopaolaantonini.com.br/
https://www.meninasnegras.org/
https://www.diversabilitycard.co.uk/
https://www.asianwomanfestival.com/
https://www.asiandisabilitynetwork.com/
https://www.webelongeurope.com/
https://www.webelongeurope.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5uszArPdD0&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=22
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The impact of COVID-19.
Systemic health crisis have existed for decades. With COVID-19, we saw the scale
and geographical scope going global and a massive experiment on how the 
international community can react to these challenges. It broke several other cycles 
which unlocked a new future, with the transition of several areas to the online.

To address health issues in a way that creates balance. 
We see advancements in some parts of the world in terms of institutes, research, 
technology, access to more advanced healthcare, but it is still very spotty. Governments 
of the global south need to work with the global north. We are currently disconnected, 
and we need to have constructive conversations to rebuild the narratives together.

Health is not an expenditure. It is an investment.
It is at the centre of economic, societal and security interest. We need to extract the 
most important lessons of past experiences, including the mistakes we have made, 
and try to scale it and apply it to the existing crisis (e.g. malaria, HIV, tuberculosis) to 
build more cohesive systems that are not only able to respond but also to prevent 
future crisis in a systemic way.

The Aga Khan 
Development 
Network and 
porCausa Foundation

TURN VICIOUS INTO
VIRTUOUS CYCLES
The Human Endeavour to Break Current Vicious Cycles

A perfect storm
of a vicious circle

Close cooperation
is key  

Create virtuous 
cycles instead

“We [need] to work together in trying to 
rebuild this conversation, trying to influence 
existing conversations and possibly open new 
ones that are relevant and transformative”
Gonzalo Fanjul

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The examples of

“

The Aga Khan Development Network 
(AKDN) is a network of private, not for 
profit development agencies founded 
by the Aga Khan that focuses on health, 
education, culture, rural development, 
institution building and the promotion 
of economic development that works 
primarily in the parts of Asia and Africa 
most in need. porCausa Foundation 
is a research & journalism start-up in 
which social researchers are working 
with analysts and storytellers to try to 
influence the public debates, focused on 
the narratives of migration.

Stand up, take a stance,
be aware, talk about it,
get involved”
Princess Zahra Aga Khan

Director – Global Shapers 
Mbabane

Policy Director at ISGlobal
& Co-Founder at porCausa

Member of the Board
of Directors of the Aga Kahn 
Development NetworkKingdom of Eswatini Spain

Nondumiso
Hlophe

Gonzalo 
Fanjul 

Princess Zahra 
Aga Khan

https://the.akdn/en/home
https://porcausa.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxdJtZGuBJA&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=23
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“

Lee Crockford
Social Impact Advisor

Australia

Suicide is happening. Today, tomorrow and in the days after.
Figures from the World Health Organisation predict that roughly 800.000 people will 
have died by suicide before 2022 is over. These are the official records. Chances are 
that this figure is much higher than this. However, this is something we can change. 

The concept of mental ecosystem.
Three key components: Mental geography – our baseline (e.g. Do you have an 
underlying mental health condition?); mental weather – how are you feeling moment-
to-moment (e.g. Happy? Sad?); mental climate – long-term influencing factors
(e.g. Are you working in a stressful sector?).

Your own and the others around you.
It is impossible to be happy 100% of the time - all emotions are valid. There is a 
reason why, over millions and millions of years, we have evolved to have complex 
emotions. Find the passion and purpose in anger or the clarity and reflection in 
sadness. Navigating through emotions implies there are things you can control, and 
the way you deal with emotions can change depending on the context.

The Global 
Ecosystem

UNPACK MENTAL WELL-BEING
TO DRIVE CHANGE
You, the Future of Mental Health

Mental health is
at a critical state

Unpacking
language

Understand
mental well-being

The metaphor of

“Sometimes, mental well-being 
conversations can be really binary- ‘we 
are either mentally healthy or we are 
not’. However, once you start to think 
about well-being through the lens of 
an ecosystem, you start to realize how 
much everything is constantly changing. 
When we talk about global ecosystems, 
there are three components to consider: 
geography (where in the world are you?); 
weather (what comes and goes day-to-
day – e.g. Is it sunny?) and the climate 
(the longer-term influencing trends - e.g. 
are we in period of cooling or warming?). 
The same metaphor can apply to our 
mental health.”

My goal when it 
comes to mental 
well-being (…) is to 
live a life where I can 
successfully navigate 
my mental ecosystem”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“You are the leaders of tomorrow. None of 
the things you will do will be as effective if 
you don’t fundamentally understand your 
own and others mental well-being”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6tPcXs--XM&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=24
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It’s what we do it that makes it good or bad: the double-edge sword.
We cannot refuse amazing technology and we shouldn’t, but like any other drug, 
too much of a good thing can be a very bad thing. Technology alone will not save us, 
we need the wisdom to use it for the right reasons, without destroying our human 
relationships. As Gerd Leonhard said, “one hug is worth a thousand zoom calls”.

The more we connect, the more we have to protect what makes us human.
Machines are binary, all zeros and ones. It has no ethics, no concerns about our 
feelings. We, humans, are multilayer. We can be in the middle. That is why we need to 
protect our privacy and avoid that computers can read us simply to perform better. 
Without basic human values, such as integrity and empathy, everything crumbles.

We underestimate how much power we have in our voices.
Companies are keeping us addicted to feed their agenda for profits, but we have 
a choice as consumers to say no. To practice proper time management, to limit 
our product consumption, to partner up to get our voices heard or simply to 
disconnect. Governments also have an important role, through regulation and the 
implementation of policy standards.

The Good Future

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE,
IT IS UP TO YOU
What to do now that we have the power to reach anyone, anytime, anywhere

Technology is not 
black or white

It will be everywhere 
and in everything

Take ownership
of your life

“We need to go back to what is to be truly 
human. Being human is about connecting. It is 
about having treats, love, kindness, respect, 
empathy. This is something (…) declining as 
technology continues to advance”
Brigette Hyacinth

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The concept of

“

Created by Gerd Leonhard, The Good 
Future is based on a simple idea: 
awesome humans on top of amazing 
technology, in a world where we go 
back to nature. The ticket to a good 
future involves digitization (being more 
efficient, better, faster), decarbonization 
(switching to green) and reformation 
(changing the way we do things). Embrace 
technology, without becoming it, and 
since our attitude contains our future, 
adopt an open and positive mindset to 
create good things. The future is better 
than we think and it is within reach, we 
just have to make good decisions.

More about The Good Future here.

Algorithms know the 
logic of everything and 
the feeling of nothing”
Gerd Leonhard

Aashish 
Bergi 
Co-Founder & CEO 
of Mash Project

India

Gerd 
Leonhard
Futurist, Humanist
& Author 

Switzerland

Lester 
Vargas
Co-Founder & Co-CEO 
of FractalUp

Peru

Brigette 
Hyacinth
Bestselling Author on 
Leadership, HR, AI

Trinidad & Tobago

https://www.futuristgerd.com/topics/core-topics/sustainable-is-the-new-profitable/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqXAGiIwEzU&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dS19VfSFxSE&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=27
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“

Safia Tmiri
Associate Partner
at McKinsey & Company

Morocco

It is less about the form, and more about the learning principles.
Education hasn’t changed much in the past 50 years, but the challenge is really in the 
ability of education systems to adapt to a world that is changing at unprecedented pace. 
To do so, education needs to become an exercise in learning the basics, an exercise in 
curiosity, courage and creativity, an exercise in unlearning, learning and relearning. And 
this is how we cultivate the muscle of an open mind for a truly open and thriving society.

To prepare us for life.
Today, systems everywhere have an opportunity to rethink how educational systems 
can shape the citizens of tomorrow. It means promoting early childhood education; 
investing in quality teaching; leveraging technology where it matters the most; 
establishing public, private, parent partnerships; embracing lifelong learning. Most 
importantly, it is about taking a holistic view at education as preparation for life.

Less about knowledge and more about skills.
If education started with the purpose of preparing citizens to take their role in public 
life, today it is about preparing for a rapidly shifting future where competencies have 
a shorter shelf life, and therefore, increasing importance of skills. The ones that will 
be most in demand by 2030 will be technological skills, higher cognitive skills, and 
mostly socio-emotional skills, in essence what makes us human.

COVID-19 on 
education

RETHINK EDUCATION TO PREPARE
FOR THE FUTURE AHEAD
Re-imagining an education with purpose

Renewed purpose, 
new focus

Yet not ready for
the work at hands

Change education 
system

The impact of

The past few years post Covid have simply 
shown that the time for change is now. 
In many industries, Covid brought rapid 
digital acceleration – propelling some of 
them 5 years ahead. In education, the 
picture is different. The pandemic has 
deepened learning disparities globally. 
For many systems, it meant less access, 
less attainment for over 100 million kids 
who are today 5 to 9 months behind their 
peers in the largest learning loss the world 
has experienced. By 2040 the majority 
of this cohort of K–12 students will be 
in the workforce. On the account of the 
pandemic alone, each of these kids will 
learn $50.000 less over their lifetime.

It takes a village to 
ensure that education 
is fit for purpose (…) 
It is actually about 
preparing for life”

“Only works if it starts with you (…). [Students] 
think about what is the new learning ethos (…) 
[Employers] think about the workplace as a 
learning powerhouse (…) [Parents] make sure 
you are part of this journey”

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nC530Zo2hb8&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=30
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We are stuck in past routines that do not fit today.
There is a big mismatch between how knowledge is produced and education, with 
hyper specialization of schools. With knowledge being produced at such high pace, 
one of the major challenges is to be teaching things we haven’t see yet, developing 
the skills and a vision that lead people along with it.

30% of students worldwide have a degree from business schools.
Equivalent to 70 million students each year (data cited by Mette Morsing). To better 
educate the next generation of leaders, it is important to redefine what success looks 
like, the skillset professors need to better train students to become interdisciplinary 
while learning from each other (listen to the south, going beyond the north-model).

Rethinking what, how and when we learn.
Moving from strictly cognitive and practice of cognitive skills towards a more holistic 
approach, taking into consideration the mind, body and soul, and also nature. It is not 
only about content, but also about confidence, self-awareness, reflection. We need 
dynamic conversations with all societal stakeholders trained with the right skills for 
good management.

CEMS Universities
& PRME

ADOPT A MORE HOLISTIC 
APPROACH TO EDUCATION
The Future of Business Schools: For a more sustainable and peaceful future

Educators are
not adapting

Business schools have 
big responsibility

Reimagine the 
education system

“You have to co-create your jobs for the 
future (…) [to be] more proactive, more 
entrepreneurial, more adventurous, instead of 
(…) hoping we pour all the skills and knowledge 
so that you can become successful”
Veneta Andonova

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The examples of

“

CEMS Universities, such as the 
Stockholm School of Economics, UCT 
Graduate School of Business and 
Universidad de Los Andes have been 
revising their educational missions to 
better prepare future leaders for the 
future, incorporating ideas of freedom 
and liberation into their mission (the case 
of Stockholm) or embracing the concept 
of leadership for life (the example of Los 
Andes), for instance. Several actions are 
being taken, complemented by the work 
of organizations as the PRME, that is 
supporting leading business schools
in advancing responsible management 
and business.

Education is about 
liberation. One of the best 
KPIs any school could have 
it to see how many doors 
[it] actually opens in life”
Lars Strannegård

António 
Alexandre
CEMS
Student

Portugal

Catherine 
Duggan
Dean of the
UCT - GSB

South Africa

Mette 
Morsing
Head
of PRME

USA

CEMS
Student

Melissa 
Hermanns

Germany

Lars
Strannegård
President of Stockholm
School of Economics

Sweden

Veneta 
Andonova 
Dean of Universidad 
de Los Andes

Bulgaria

https://www.hhs.se/en/
https://www.gsb.uct.ac.za/
https://www.gsb.uct.ac.za/
https://uniandes.edu.co/
https://www.unprme.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMORFGwZf5Q&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=31
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CEMS VIDEO CHALLENGE COMPETITION
Technology increasingly impacts all our professional and personal lives, yet 
none more so than the young generations. While technology has created 
numerous opportunities, it similarly raises numerous ethical challenges,
on both an individual and societal level.

The CEMS Video Challenge Competition aimed to canvass the duality of the 
issues raised and explore practical resolutions, creating understanding
and youth awareness about the Technology & Ethics field. The winning team 
attended personally the 2022 Edition of Estoril Conferences to present their 
work: a call-to-action video that takes a deep dive into the evolution
of technology and how over time it has shaped our perception of reality,
from the creation of the first camera to the metaverse.

Robin 
Curtis 
VŠE/ NUS
Student

Czech Republic

Alice 
Bistacchia
HSG / NUS
Student

Italy

Artem 
Fedorov
VŠE / HEC
Student

Russia

Gigi
Huang
IVEY / HEC / NUS 
Student

Canada

Kaja 
Bogdan
SGH / NUS
Student

Poland

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEsz9nLLzsg&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=28
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BINARY THOUGHTS 

TAKING OWNERSHIP OF OUR LIFE TECHNOLOGY CONTROL

HOLISTIC VIEW AT EDUCATION
OLD UNFIT ROUTINES

CREATING SPACES FOR ALL
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RE-IMAGINING EDUCATION TEACHING AS ALWAYS
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Today, we live in a world that is increasingly interconnected, but also more and more divided.
A world where populism is rising at a global scale, with several populist parties and politicians gaining support and power in 
established democracies, posing a threat to the principles and values uphold by liberal democratic systems. A world where our 
institutions and leaders are facing a widespread loss of trust, corruption continues to exist and human rights keep on being violated 
across the world, leading to several humanitarian crisis.

In our increasingly fractured society, in which media and technology have astonishing power, joining forces emerges a real need. We 
need global cooperation to build a more peaceful future, helping people escaping from hell and bringing resolution where the war 
has broken in, to rebuild in the midst of chaos.

Peace was the third major theme discussed at Estoril Conferences 2022 on September 2nd, gathering several former heads of state, 
entrepreneurs, and great scholars from all over the world, for a dialogue on how we can contribute to a more peaceful global agenda 
to build a future of hope for all. 

72 Democracy in Developing Countries  

74 The Power of Media & Technology

76 Liberalism and Its Discontents

78 Resisting Populism

80 Global Cooperation For Peace

82 A Mindful Moment – Journey Into Stillness

84 Escaping from Hell

86 Peace in Europe

88 Living Through Conflict

90 Key Takeways For Peace

The time that has passed 
since Russia invaded Ukraine

and the war continues to persist.

Months
+9

Forcibly displaced worldwide
for the first time on record.

Data from UNHCR, 2022

Million
+100

WE NEED TO TALK
ABOUT PEACE.  
Together for a fairer common future.

9 Sessions 

Contributors
24

Countries
12

Female
42%

Male
58%

Age Range
31 - 70

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waavthWF1Oo&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=33
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Resources should be seen as means, not ends.
We often assess wealth based on mineral and natural resources, but it is not clear 
that their existence represents wealth. The great challenge is to transform these 
resources into purposes that make a difference in the development of countries,
such as education, health, technology, and well-being for the populations.

The rise of extremist movements.
No one is immune to these movements, which have been enhanced a lot with social 
networks. It has been happening all over the world, and there is great responsibility 
to ensure if there is some extremism, that it is on the margins and not at centre, 
because it does not bring any good.

Engaging the youth in politics.
Democracy is not a definitive construction. It must be looked after, cared for, and 
protected daily and the youth should be involved. The political discourse often does 
not attract, with political parties having great tendency to repeat the same things. It 
needs to be improved because young people need to feel represented and to trust 
those who are representing them to participate in political issues.

Cape Verde

TAKE CARE OF DEMOCRACY
ON A DAILY BASIS
Democracy in Developing Countries

The concept
of development

The challenges
to democracy

Bridging democracy 
and development

“Political parties have the responsibility to be 
more open, to be more attractive and to lead 
the way in representing the aspirations of young 
people.  (…) [creating] a way for them to make 
progress and have functions within the parties”
José Ulisses Correia e Silva

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The story of

“

Cátia
Batista

José Ulisses 
Correia e Silva

Associate Professor
of Economics at Nova SBE

Prime Minister
of Cape Verde 

PortugalCape Verde 

With a journey of more than five and half 
centuries, + 500 years of colonization 
and 15 years of a one-party rule, Cape 
Verde aspired for independence, 
fought for it, and achieve it, with 
migrations playing an important role. 
Today, it can be seen as a recognized 
example of a democracy that works, 
with a constitutional architecture 
that guarantees the counterbalance 
of power, fighting against inequality 
with economic growth, investing in 
education, while adapting with resilience 
to natural conditions that were not 
always kind to the country.

No doubt that democracy and 
development are interconnected, 
and if these factors are in harmony, 
they create conditions (…) [for]
the country [to] move forward”
José Ulisses Correia e Silva

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3MVNEvm4bI&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=34
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“
Technology with tremendous impact on human life.
Who governs artificial intelligence is going to become the biggest question of our 
time. Today, policymakers don’t have a deep understanding of algorithms and AI.
They need to listen to experts, policymakers and scientists and work together with 
them to truly govern.

Putting an ownership layer over the internet.
Travelling across the internet with a wallet that will hold our digital assets instead 
of simply using our email address or name to navigate across sites. It is based on 
the idea of a fully decentralized world (no organization in charge), but for massive 
adoption of this technology, people need to feel their digital assets and identity
are protected. Regulation is necessary.

It carries the possibility to change how we engage with our lives.
During COVID-19, we started doing more things online than we thought possible, with 
digital representations of ourselves meeting digital representations of other people. The 
metaverse brings a more interactive, three-dimensional way to do what we have been 
doing for the past two years. Education will probably be the first real use case of the 
metaverse we will see, outside gaming. 

Zuckerberg
Media

REFRAME TECHNOLOGY
TO UNITE PEOPLE
The Power of Media & Technology

We are living in
a divided world

The potential
of Web3

The enigma of
the Metaverse  

The story of

Randi Zuckerberg’s unique background 
puts her at the forefront of both 
technology and the arts. In addition 
to working on the frontlines of 
Silicon Valley, Randi also performed 
on Broadway as an actress. In 2011, 
she founded Zuckerberg Media that 
is currently empowering today’s and 
future entrepreneurs to change the 
world through media and tech-driven 
experiences, bringing together people 
with different backgrounds and extensive 
experience in business, education, arts 
and entertainment.

More information about Zuckerberg Media here
and about HUG here.

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“I think having the opportunity to really sit and 
think about these huge global challenges that 
are facing our world, you are the bright minds 
that will guide us and be thoughtful in this 
process and that that’s very inspiring to me”
Randi Zuckerberg

My dream of technology is that
it unites people and brings people 
together. Instead, I think we are 
seeing a lot more fragmentation”
Randi Zuckerberg

Randi ZuckerbergRicardo Costa
Founder & CEO
of Zuckerberg Media 

SIC TV
Editor-in-Chief

USAPortugal

https://www.zuckerbergmedia.com/
https://thehug.xyz/
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It is a doctrine that believes in the equal dignity of all human beings. 
Also that it needs to be protected through a rule of law that restricts governments 
from violating the rights of people. We currently rely on the power of individual nation 
states to enforce the laws over a defined territory, but some countries are violating 
the liberal principles, by not ensuring everybody’s rights are equal within the territory.

Rising nationalism as the bigger challenge around the world.
In every country, there is an illiberal political movement that would like to overturn 
the liberal order. In America, for instance, the bigger threat comes from the right, from 
the growth of a populist nationalist right, propelled by Donald Trump. In Russia, Putin 
is using force of arms to create an illiberal sphere within the heart of Europe.

Some good liberal ideas taken to the extreme, filters being lost.
In a liberal society, we don’t agree about a lot of basic values, but we agree on 
empirical information. Technology is questioning this shared understanding of 
reality, because it allows people to make their own facts and to live in a separately 
information universe, filtered through certain elite institutions, where we can’t even 
agree on those basic empirical facts.

“Liberalism and
Its Discontents”

DO NOT TAKE YOUR LIBERTY
FOR GRANTED
Liberalism and Its Discontents

The definition
of liberalism

Populism reflects 
popular discontents

Pay attention
to the threats

“It is really easy if you live in a liberal society 
(….) to take that from granted. (…) but what 
we’ve seen with the Ukraine war is that 
you can’t (…). We actually have to pay some 
attention to what is happening”
Francis Fukuyama

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

A must-read

“

Francis Fukuyama Vasco Rato
Writer, Political Theorist & 
Professor of Political Science 

Former President
of FLAD

It is Fukuyama’s most recent book and 
it sheds light on the main challenges 
liberalism faces, deconstructing the 
premises that highlight the apology of 
a system and its flaws. Grounded in the 
fundamental principles of equality, the 
rule of law, the independence of the 
judiciary, the prevalence of means over 
ends, and, above all, tolerance, liberalism 
has been increasingly challenged and it 
has not always lived up to its own ideals. 
A revitalized approach is critical to deal 
with our increasingly fractured society 
and to build a more peaceful future.

You can’t always assume that this 
nice world we are living in will always 
exist (…) You have to invest in your 
own freedom”
Francis Fukuyama

USAPortugal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9__hlI3auVM&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=35
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“
Liberal democracy is seen as a threat.
What is dangerous about populist leaders (e.g.  Chavez’s Venezuela, Orban’s Hungary, 
Erdogan’s Turkey) is that they attack their own institutions to change the rules and
to stay in power, speaking on behalf of real, authentic people. It is usually a reaction
of resistance to rapid social, demographic, informational and economic change. 

We need regulation which is not censorship.
Algorithms are designed to promote division and to encourage anger to keep people 
engaged, for the benefits of the companies that write the algorithms. Since we are 
not going back to a pre-internet era, we need to understand how we can influence the 
nature of these algorithms and learn to use it in a way that seeks to create consensus.

It can be truly impactful: the example of the new voting system in Alaska.
The American political system benefits profound polarization. Candidates care more 
about who is voting in their own party than the voters. By using a ranked choice voting 
model, Alaska asked voters to put their first and second choice, forcing candidates to 
speak to a broader range of people and not just to small partisan groups. 

Russia and
Vladimir Putin 

BUILD CONSENSUS INSTEAD
OF CREATING DIVISION
Resisting Populism

Populism is growing 
worldwide

Reinforced
by technology

Change the way
rules work  

Anne’s thoughts about 

Putin is fundamentally opposed to liberal 

democracy. He sees it as a fundamental 

threat against his form of autocratic 

power and to Russia. His fight against 

Ukraine is both ideological (fight against 

the ideals of liberal democracy) and 

imperial (attempt to put together Russian 

imperial autocracy, seeing Ukraine as a 

kind of renegade Russian territory that 

should be part of the Russian empire). 

The first explains why Russia is so anti-

Western and why so much of Putin’s 

foreign policy is directed at undermining 

Europe. 

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“Countries can change. They do change. They 
can change their institutions and they can 
change the way their people think”
Anne Applebaum

The war in Ukraine is a useful 
reminder (...) that sometimes 
we might have to fight
in order to keep peace”
Anne Applebaum

Paulo Portas Anne Applebaum 
Geopolitics Expert
& Professor at Nova SBE

Staff Writer for “The Atlantic”
& Pulitzer-prize winning historian 

USA Portugal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ov8LUluAn5s&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=36
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Several humanitarian crisis across the world. 
Organizations such as Transparency International (TI) and Amnesty International 
are working to advance a more peaceful global agenda. The first by fighting against 
corruption around the world – on the ground, with the youth and businesspeople. 
The second by giving people a voice and by protecting their human rights.

Between citizens and institutions.
According with TI, corruption is one of the main drivers of wars worldwide. The unjust 
exploitation of resources creates a lot of inequalities and social grievances, leading to 
conflicts. In Africa, the gap in leadership between those who rule and those who feel 
marginalized is higher. Intergenerational cooperation is needed to bridge the divide.

To be agents of change: we need service, dialogue and to listen to each other.
Young people have been left out from the political arena and the decision-making 
process. They have been going away from politics, mostly to entrepreneurship or to 
civil society instead. We have to increase the space for them and allow them to build 
up solutions in their local communities. 

A path of human 
rights and activism

START CARING AND SERVE 
WHATEVER YOU ARE
Global Cooperation For Peace

Human rights
are under assault

Widespread lack
of trust

Empowering
the youth now

“The youth is a driver of change. They are the 
future leaders. (…) How they act is actually 
going to shape our future as humanity”.
Oya Özarslan

A Message to the
Purpose Generation

The life story of Aya

“

“I started activism when I realised that 
(…) I am a woman in this world, and it 
is not easy to be (…). I had to make one 
of two choices: either to submit to a 
society that tells me that you are a social 
property, second class citizen, powerless 
or to rebel, and I rebelled. (…) I told myself, 
your power is your radical self. Find it. 
And I found [it] in my voice, and that is 
my weapon. So, when the revolution in 
Tunisia started in 2011 (…), I become part 
of a youth movement that ended 23 years 
of dictatorship and my voice became 
political voice (…) No one has the right to 
silence anyone. We are born free”

We need great leaders
and great doers everywhere
to change the world”
Pedro Neto

Méabh
Mc Mahon
Euronews European 
Affairs Correspondent

Ireland

Pedro 
Neto
Executive Director at Amnesty 
International Portugal

Aya
Chebbi 
Founder & Chair
of NALA

Tunisia

Oya 
Özarslan
Board Member of 
Transparency International

Turkey Portugal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6oZi2OJEOI&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=37
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A MINDFUL MOMENT – JOURNEY INTO STILLNESS
10-Minutes Live Meditation 

Radek Oros 
PhD Candidate & Student 
Well-Being Coach at Nova SBE

Czech Republic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UZh_IzPBtU&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=38
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“
Food insecurity, climate change and forced displacement.
On top of the existing deep root causes of forced displacement (e.g. conflicts, diseases, 
sickness, economic poverty), we see more and more people moving because of climate 
change (e.g. rise of the waters, salinization of the lands) that deprived them from their 
livelihoods. In 2021, 22.5 out of 50 million were forcibly displaced due to natural disasters. 

We need to stop differentiating refugees.
Between them (e.g. based on their nationality - Ukrainian refugees have not been 
treated the same way as other refugees, for instance) and other people. We cannot 
treat them as refugees all the time, because it is not inclusive. It creates resentment 
and harms the process of integration. We need to recognize their value as essential 
workers, neighbours, and/or colleagues.

A lot more involvement in the long-run.
A lot of money is being put in short-term humanitarian crisis, but we need more 
people that are going to stay for the long-term, that are going to be here when the 
media is not talking about these issues. Corporations should commit because they 
see added value in people (not because are refugees) and do it in a realistic way,
not for communication purposes.

The largest refugee 
crisis in Europe since 
World War II

EMBRACE LONG-TERM 
COMMITMENT
Escaping from hell

The triangle
of hell

There are double 
standards

Finding solutions 
together 

Ukraine-Russia war

We have almost 8 million Ukrainians 
refugees in other European countries 
and almost 7 million that are internally 
displaced in Ukraine in need of urgent 
humanitarian assistance. The pace of flow 
is outstanding (we got to the peak in 4 
months) and the profile of the refugees 
is also different from other places in the 
world (women, girls and elderly people). 
We stand at a very critical moment. The 
winter in Ukraine will be an important 
test of resilience for the Ukrainian people 
and the international community needs 
to mobilize support to assist them. 

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“Don’t forget there are people (…) forced to 
move from the places where they were born, 
live and work because of climate change (…) 
being an activist on climate change is also being 
an activist on humanitarian assistance”
António Vitorino

We have a lot of people that 
get involved and act in times 
of crisis, but when the crisis
is over, things just go silent”
Joséphine Goube

António
Vitorino 

Joséphine
Goube 

José Pedro
Frazão

Director General of the International 
Organization for Migration (IOM)

CEO
at Sistech 

Journalist, News Editor
& Reporter at Rádio Renascença

PortugalFrancePortugal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4M2aCWrz2g&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=39
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The only way to peace: victory on the battlefield.
Conditions proposed by Russia were not a road to peace, but to continuous war - 
Ukraine was asked to give up the territories occupied by Russia; to never be part of 
the collective defence systems (e.g. NATO); to be demilitarized (no armed forces); and 
to give up their national civil identity to accept voluntarily russification. 

We bear collective responsibility for what is happening.
Ukrainians are losing lives to protect higher values (e.g. state sovereignty, territorial 
integrity, human rights). We should be able to lose some comfort to protect those 
values as well. The conditions of life will be worse for everyone and we need to accept 
it (e.g. energetic crisis, inflation). It is important to take the right conclusions and 
lessons to be learnt (e.g grey zones, security guarantees).

Global confrontation between democracy and authoritarianism.
The obsession to rebuild Russia as a great empire goes beyond Putin. It relates to 
Russia understanding of the world – an imperialistic sentiment that will possibly 
continue after Putin’s leadership and to which Ukraine continues to be a crucial part. 
Ukraine’s victory is an European victory. A victory of all of us and of democracy. 

Yulia Tymoshenko 
Scholarship 

JOIN FORCES
TO END THE WAR
Peace in Europe

+6 months of war 
Russia - Ukraine

We have taken
peace for granted

Continue the unity
to win this fight

Nova SBE launches

“

Nova SBE launched the Nova SBE Yulia 
Tymoshenko Scholarship at the 2022 
Edition of the Estoril Conferences to 
honour the presence of the former Prime 
Minister of Ukraine at the event. The 
scholarship aims to bring high-school 
students from Ukraine to continue their 
studies at Nova SBE, with the purpose of 
contributing to help rebuilding Ukraine 
for the future.

Méabh
Mc Mahon
Euronews European 
Affairs Correspondent

Ireland

Aleksander 
Kwa niewski 
Former President
of Poland

Kolinda
Grabar-Kitarovi
Former President
of Croatia

Croatia

We must not let
bullies run the world”
Kolinda Grabar-Kitarovi

Poland

Hryhoriy 
Nemyria 
First Deputy Chairman 
of the Foreign Affairs 
Committee of the 
Parliament of Ukraine

Ukraine

Ukraine

Yulia 
Tymoshenko 
Former Prime Minister
of Ukraine 

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“Please remember that Europe united is not 
only stronger, but it is better. If Europe will
be disintegrated, we have no chances in
the 21st Century”
Aleksander Kwa niewski

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nt7KzuqpOZ4&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=40
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“
10 years of propaganda played a big role in forming the public opinion.
All the independent media in Russia is destroyed. YouTube remains the only free 
platform to reach their audiences for the ones who keep working in exile. Russian 
people don’t understand what is happening. They do whatever the propaganda tells 
them. There are big risks in standing up against the war.

The imperialist sentiment exists, but people did not want this.
This is the result of the culmination of 25 years of Putin evolving as an unrestricted 
dictator. He has been preparing the system for a long time, with many financial 
resources, hard power, and propaganda. We need to work all together to stop it. It 
is not a conflict between Russians and Ukrainians, it is global conflict between the 
future of democracy and this medieval approach. 

Economic sanctions are working but more can be done.
Sanctions are producing devastating effects for some critical industries in the Russian 
economy, and it will be felt more by ordinary Russians in the coming years/months. 
Multiple options are still ahead to weaken Russia and support Ukraine. Winter will be 
a crucial time when a lot can change. The fact that we don’t see huge movements in 
support of the war is a healthy sign that not all is lost.

Russians fighting 
against the regime

FIGHT FROM ALL SIDES,
THERE IS NO MAGIC SILVER KEY
Living through conflict

There is an 
atmosphere of fear

Putin’s war or
a cultural issue?

Apply pressure
from all sides

Real-life stories

Vladimir Milov, Roman Dobrokhotov and 
Natalya Sindeyeva are all Russian and 
currently exiled, some even under criminal 
investigation. All allies of Ukrainian 
people who are under Putin’s attack, 
fighting to end the war. Roman as the 
Founder & Editor-in-Chief of The Insider, 
a Russian investigative online media, 
and Natalya Sindeyeva as the Head of 
the biggest independent Russian TV 
Channel, have both been working in the 
frontline against the heavy-propaganda 
that is felt on Russia, to provide trustable 
information to their audiences about 
what is truly happening in the world.

Younger people are much more 
progressive, pro-European than 
the older generation, and that 
is very important because Putin 
cannot do anything with this.”
Roman Dobrokhotov

Roman 
Dobrokhotov
Founder & Editor-in-
Chief of The Insider

Russia Russia Russia

Natalya 
Sindeyeva 
Founder of the
Dozhd Media Holding

Vladimir 
Milov 
Former Deputy Minister 
of Energy of Russia

Anatoliy 
Aleksandrov 
Head of International 
Cooperation Division at ESBU

Ukraine

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“There is no easy fix. We got to prepare 
ourselves that the fight for Ukraine,
the fight for freedom, the fight for a better 
world is probably a lengthy process. We have 
to be patient”
Vladimir Milov

https://theins.ru/en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BbBW7mKjps&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=41


FOR PEACE
STOP START

REBALANCING
OUR WORLD:
A CALL TO THE PURPOSE GENERATION

Key Takeways
Summary of some of the broader actions we should stop doing, and the ones 
we need to start urgently for Peace, based on the speakers’ contributions and 
recommendations provided on the related topics.
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The world as we know has changed dramatically.
We connect instantly but many are lonelier. Our politics is more fragmented than ever. 
The 24-hour stream of news is making many less caring. Fake news travel the world at a 
speed of light. Liberal democracy is being questioned again with the rise of populism and 
nationalism. The world keeps overheating. Women still earn less than men. Social divides 
remain too wide. Inflation is keeping prices high. Tanks roll across Europeans borders again.

Not always fast enough or deep enough, but the steps are forward. 
We have stood with Ukraine, providing military, political, financial, and diplomatic support. 
We have millions of young Europeans who look at politics as a force for change. We are 
passing legislation to address women’s rights. More people are being pulled out of poverty 
than ever. Racism is less prevalent. We are sharing firefighters, ventilators, vaccines, and 
doctors across borders. Europe will be the first carbon neutral continent in our lifetime. 

The world needs Europe at its best. 
The world ahead is only one that we can create together. We need the values that 
Europe stands for. It will only survive if we stop taking it for granted. We have to 
recapture the sense of urgency, of optimism, and act together. We have the tools,
the manpower, the resources. We just have to use them better. 

European Union

SHAKE UP YOUR ROLE IN SOCIETY,
FIND YOUR VOICE AND SPEAK OUT
The World Ahead

Many crisis at
the same time

But progress
is there

Europe is
about hope

The project of the

“

It was created to answer the issues 
people faced in society. To ensure the 
world would remain focused on striving 
for justice, equality of opportunity and 
real democracy, through a bastion of 
rights and circle of trust of economic 
openness and pluralism. It took enormous 
courage to dream of a European Union, 
but it took much more to make it real. It 
was a choice that many countries made 
because they understood that our chance 
is best if we are together. It is not about 
creating everyone in the same likeness, 
but about the core belief that everyone in 
all our diversity have the same chance. 

More about the European Union here.

Europe has the power to transform
but we have to find the political
bravery to take that leap forward,
to change the world”
Roberta Metsola

A Message to the
Purpose Generation
“What you do, what you study, make sure it 
is applied, make sure it is not forgotten. Make 
sure that you encourage your friends to discuss 
more (…) to challenge the stereotypes and don’t 
just take what politicians tell you for granted”
Roberta Metsola

President of the
European Parliament 

CEMS Student & Co-Founder
of Nova SBE Politics Club 

CEMS Student & Co-Founder
of Nova SBE Politics Club

Malta Italy Italy

Roberta
Metsola 

Carlo Alberto
Frassinetto 

Adriana
Pomante 

https://european-union.europa.eu/index_en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HOn7N0boL4&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=41
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CLOSING CEREMONY

Cuca Roseta
Fado Singer

Portugal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kbbqDFJgX8&list=PL1nkuIP3ZIQ9tP6RGx1YqKD_5VO1W34lF&index=42
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UNPACKING MENTAL WELL-BEING
BINARY THOUGHTS 

TAKING OWNERSHIP OF OUR LIFE TECHNOLOGY CONTROL
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HOLISTIC VIEW AT EDUCATION
OLD UNFIT ROUTINES

CREATING SPACES FOR ALL

LEAVING BEHIND

RE-IMAGINING EDUCATION TEACHING AS ALWAYS

PROTECTING COMMON VALUES

TENDENCY TO COMFORT

Key Takeways
Summary of some of the broader actions we should stop doing, and the ones 
we need to start urgently for a more sustainable, inclusive and peaceful world, 
based on the speakers’ contributions and recommendations provided on
the related topics.
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ACTION TO TRANSFORM
Parallel Sessions

Inflation is rising. What’s next?
PANEL DEBATE

Behind the wheel of your own “model”: know the brain, explore the 
mind, aim and build your future!
WORKSHOP

Authors Room
BOOKS SHOWCASE

She leads: Building the next 
generation of (s)heroes
WORKSHOP

Flourish: How can we thrive in 
today’s world?
WORKSHOP

Education for all
INSPIRATIONAL TALK, FIRESIDE CHAT
& WORKSHOP

Youth Integrity Initiative
WORKSHOP

#SpeedUp Sustainability
CEMS BUSINESS PROJECT
IN COLLABORATION WITH
MCKINSEY & COMPANY

Hospitality Mindset for Social 
Sustainability – People as
the driver
ROUNDTABLE

Building Tomorrow’s Europe 
from within
WORKSHOP

Economic Development 
with Purpose 
TALKS

Toolkit to change the world
WORKSHOP

Netzero Portugal 2050: 
Collaboratively creating the 
pathway towards carbon 
neutrality
COLLABORATIVE EVENT

Start-Ups Challenges
LIVE INTERVIEWS

Marketing with Purpose: How 
new marketing practices can 
rally impact
ROUNDTABLE

Moving from protest to action: 
Engaging the Purpose Generation 
in Politics
WORKSHOP

What it means to be a Junior Entrepreneur?
ROUNDTABLE

Mário Centeno, Governor of Banco de 
Portugal (Portugal) | Susana Peralta, 
Associate Professor of Economics at Nova 
SBE (Portugal) | José Maria Pimentel, 
Economist (Portugal)

Minnie Freudenthal, Internal Medicine Expert & Founder of Mind Blackout (Angola) | Rosa Pires, 
Mindfulness, compassion and trauma-based psychologist (Portugal) | Cristina Gonçalves, Teacher & 
Actress (Portugal) | Maria José Francisco, Engineer Neuroinnovation (Portugal) | Rita Wengorovius, 
Creator, Actress & Artistic Director of Teatro Umano (Portugal)

Rodrigo de Guedes de Carvalho, Journalist 
& Writer (Portugal)

Aya Chebbi, Founder and Chair of NALA 
Feminist Collective (Tunisia) | Yasmine 
Ouirhrane, Founder of WeBelong  (Morocco) 
| Jana Degrott, Co-Founder & Campaign 
Manager of WeBelong (Luxembourg)

Lee Crockford, Social Impact Advisor 
(Australia) | Radek Oros, PhD candidate, 
Teaching Assistant & Student Well-being 
Coach at NOVA SBE (Czech Republic)

Inês Justino, Teach For Portugal Mentor 
(Portugal) | Francisco Cardoso, Teach For 
Portugal Mentor (Portugal) | 
Pedro Almeida, CEO & Co-Founder of Teach 
For Portugal (Portugal) | Dr. Neli Koleva 
PhD, Chief Officer of Public Policy of Teach 
For Bulgaria (Bulgaria) | Maria Azevedo, 
Co-Founder & Head of Training Teach For 
Portugal (Portugal)

Karina Carvalho, TI Portugal (Portugal) 
| Laurence Fabre, Head of Integrity for 
the Private Sector and Higher Education 
Programs (France) | Deimante Žemgulyte, 
Project Leader at Transparency International 
Lithuania (Lithuania) | Oya Özarslan, TI Board 
Member (Turkey)

Lena Bell, Senior Consultant at
McKinsey & Company (Germany)

Sérgio Guerreiro, Executive Director of 
Nova SBE Westmont Institute of Tourism 
& Hospitality (Portugal) | Luís Araújo, 
President Turismo de Portugal & European 
Travel Commission (Portugal) | Joana 
Castro e Costa, Executive Director of Nova 
SBE Leadership for Impact Knowledge 
Center (Portugal) | Filipa Pinto Coelho, 
Executive President Joyeux Portugal 
(Portugal) | Yasmin Bhudarally, CEO Hotel 
Neya (Portugal) | Monika Lewicka, Brand 
Ambassador & Head of Partnerships at the 
Transformational Travel Council (Poland)

Minna Vuorio, Director of the European 
Personnel Selection Office (Finland)

Cátia Batista, Associate Professor of Economics 
at Nova SBE & Founder of NOVAFRICA (Portugal) 
| Pedro Vicente, Professor of Economics at Nova 
SBE & Founding Scientific Director NOVAFRICA 
(Portugal)

Paulo Fontes, Communication & Campaigns 
Director at Amnesty International Portugal 
(Portugal) | Matia Losego, Youth & Education 
For Human Rights Director at Amnesty 
International Portugal (Italy)

João Meneses, Secretary General at BCSD 
Portugal (Portugal) | Diogo Teixeira, Co-
Founder & CEO Beta-i (Portugal) | Manuel 
Tânger, Co-Founder & Head of Open Innovation 
Beta-i (Portugal) | Ana Costa, Sustainability & 
Blue Economy Industry Lead (Portugal)

Ana Pimentel, Author of the book 
“Unicórnios Portugueses” & Editorial 
coordinator of Lua de Papel (Portugal) | Jane 
Hoffer, CEO of Daloop (USA)

Filipa Marques, NOMA’s President (Portugal) 
| Salvador Mendes de Almeida, Founder & 
President of Associação Salvador (Portugal) | 
Madalena Jalles, Commercial Manager at Just 
a Change (Portugal)

Kelsey Beltz, Managing Director at The Good 
Lobby (USA)

Beatriz Fernandes, Secretary-Geral of the upcoming 
mandate for JE Global (Portugal) | Matilde Oliveira, 
International Manager at JE Portugal (Portugal) | Mariana 
Nunes, President of Nova Junior Consulting (Portugal) | 
Matteo Chiarofonte, President of JE Europe (Italy)

In order to bridge knowledge with real action, nearly 20 parallel sessions took place on September 2nd, 
promoted by Estoril Conferences’ partners alongside with Nova SBE students’ clubs.
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MOMENTS TO CONNECT
For a balanced and immersive experience

Future of Hope
Festival

Sunset

Welcome Cocktail

02nd September 2022

01st September 2022

31st August 2022

+1.000
Students from 
Nova SBE and 
other schools

“We are united by the common 
purpose to create impact and 
transform our societies to come.”
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Host Co-Host Strategic
Partner

Official 
Knowledge
Partner

Sponsors

Institutional Partners

Action to Transform | Parallel Sessions

Universal Peace Federation

CEMS Partners Schools

Media Partners

TOGETHER FOR
A FUTURE OF HOPE
Purpose-driven partners

It was an honour to participate in Estoril 
Conferences, an event that is a great 
reminder of the hope and promise of 
future generations and their power to 
create meaningful impact that will push 
the world forward. The conversation 
around climate change is fundamentally 
a conversation about our collective future, 
so events like this one are absolutely 
critical.
EDP

It is with great pleasure that the United 
Nations Regional Information Centre 
(UNRIC) partners with the Estoril 
Conferences to promote a wide and 
impactful dialogue about our common 
future. In these very challenging times, it 
has never been so crucial to discuss how 
tomorrow’s leaders will address today’s 
global challenges that should have been 
solved yesterday. The United Nations will 
continue to engage with youth and liaise 
with the decision makers to ensure that, 
together, we find solutions to build back a 
world that leaves no one behind.
UNRIC

Caetano Auto is moving towards 
sustainable mobility and it´s proud
to be open to discuss solutions for
a better future.
Caetano-Auto

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7k8eQg6MQjI&t=19s
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TESTIMONIALS
From the Purpose Generation

The opportunity to be amongst high-
profile leadership at the business, 
political, academic and civil society levels 
on an open and disruptive dialogue on the 
Estoril Conferences made me understand 
that a future of hope requires drastic 
changes worldwide. The agenda was able 
to build the required intergenerational 
bridge towards a purpose generation 
united by the goal of rebalancing our 
world. Learning side-by-side with like-
minded people fuels a passion towards 
making a positive change in the world, 
and now that we are in the shoulder of 
giants, let us see what lies beyond.

António Alexandre
CEMS Master’s in Management Student
at Nova SBE

Taking part in the Estoril Conferences has 
not only meant being on a great stage 
where to embark on a new amazing 
challenge, but it has also been a giant 
springboard that gave visibility to whom 
– like us from the ‘purpose generation’ 
– is eager to get inspired and to learn from 
people who have a story to tell and that 
want to use these combined stories every 
day to bring an actual positive change for 
our planet, our people, and our peace.

Carlo Alberto Frassinetto
CEMS Master’s in International Management 
Student & Co-Founder of Nova SBE Politics Club

Experiencing the 7th edition of the Estoril 
Conferences felt like being part of a 
powerful movement, in which we, the 
Purpose Generation, were empowered 
by inspiring people, who are using their 
voices to generate positive impact on 
People, Planet and Peace. In a similar 
way to the pandemic bringing us closer as 
members of humankind, I left the Estoril 
Conferences with a renewed and stronger 
hope for the future.

Adriana Pomante
CEMS Master’s in International Management 
Student & Co-Founder of Nova SBE Politics Club

It felt like the main mission of the Estoril Conferences manifested itself perfectly into the 
2-day event: an intergenerational and solution-oriented dialogue about global challenges 
between absolute experts in the field while still committing to engage the youth at all 
times. I felt inspired numerous times, I learned from thought-provoking debates and talks, 
and on a personal level it was simply an honourable opportunity to share my own input in 
an attempt to represent the purpose generation with a public of that class. One remarkable 
takeaway for me was that most of the pioneer speakers at the event - some of them really 
leading the world ahead - shared two great characteristics: optimism and their eagerness 
to prove why. Ultimately, that to me is the key towards an impactful and innovative life.

Emile Von Schomberg
CEMS Master’s in Management Student at Nova SBE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRFE1n1TTpQ&feature=youtu.be
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GOVERNANCE

Academic Board

RICARDO ERNST
Managing director 
of Georgetown 
University Latin 
American Board
United States of 
America

DIRK VAN 
DIERENDONCK 
Professor of HRM, 
Leadership, and 
Management 
Development at the 
Rotterdam School of 
Management
Denmark

ANTÓNIO CÂMARA
Professor at Nova 
University & 
Co-founder and CEO
of Ydreams
Portugal

JOHN LUIZ
Professor of 
International 
Management at the 
University of Sussex 
Business School (UK) & 
the University of Cape 
Town (South Africa)
United Kingdom

ARIE KACOWICZ 
Professor Chaim 
Weizmann Chair in 
International Relations 
at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem
Israel

JÚLIA PACHECO
Associate Dean 
for Global Affairs 
& Professor at the 
business school 
FGV EAESP
Brazil

CATHERINE DA 
SILVEIRA
CEMS Academic 
Director & Associate 
Professor at Nova SBE
France/Portugal

MILTON DE SOUSA
Associate Professor 
at Nova SBE & Visiting 
Professor at KEIO 
Business School (Tokyo), 
SASIN (Bangkok), and 
the American University 
(Cairo)
Portugal

CÁTIA BATISTA
Associate 
Professor of 
Economics & 
Scientific Director 
of the NOVAFRICA 
Research Center at 
Nova SBE
Portugal

NUNO 
SEVERIANO 
TEIXEIRA
Professor of 
International 
Relations at 
Nova University 
Portugal

CLAIRE BRIGHT
Assistant Professor in 
Private Law & Director 
of the Nova Centre on 
Business, Human Rights 
& the Environment at 
Nova Law School
France

Advisory Board

members

members

16

11

RITA FADEN
President of the 
Management & 
Executive Boards of 
FLAD
Portugal

MARÍA ÁNGELA 
HOLGUÍN
Former Minister
of Foreign Affairs
of Colombia
Colombia

ALBERTO ALEMANNO
Professor of Law at 
HEC & Founder of “The 
Good Lobby” 
Italy

MÁRIO CENTENO
Governor of Banco 
de Portugal 
Portugal

ANDRÉ CORRÊA 
D’ALMEIDA
Entrepreneur, 
Development & 
Political Economist
Portugal

MÁRIO DAVID
Politician & Senior 
Foreign Policy Advisor
Portugal

ANJA RINGGREN 
LOVÉN
Founder of the 
“Land of Hope” 
Denmark

PAULO PORTAS
Politician, Lawyer & 
Professor
Portugal

ANTÓNIO SIMÕES
CEO of Santander Spain 
& Regional Head of 
Europe
Portugal

PIA CAYETANO
Member of the Senate 
of the Philippines
United States of 
America

ESTELA BARBOT
International Senior 
Advisor at Roland 
Berger
Portugal

JOÃO VALE DE 
ALMEIDA
Ambassador & 
Head of Delegation 
of the UE to the UK
Portugal

SOLVEIGH 
HIERONIMUS
Senior Partner at 
McKinsey’s Center 
for Government
Germany

JOSÉ MARIA 
DEL CORRAL
Global Director of 
Scholas 
Occurrentes 
Argentina

XAVIER PRATS 
MONNÉ
Senior 
International 
Advisor on Public 
Policy, Education & 
European Affairs
Spain

LUÍS AMADO
Chairman of 
the General & 
Supervisory Board 
of EDP
Portugal
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GOVERNANCE

NOVA SBE Students Clubs

members
14

Youth Ambassadors

YASMINE 
OUIRHRANE
Founder of We 
Belong, Advocate 
for Social & Gender 
Justice in Europe
Morocco

LESTER VARGAS
Full Stack Developer, 
Tech Entrepreneur 
& Co-Founder of 
FractalUp
Peru

AASHISH BEERGI
Co-founder & CEO 
of the MASH Project 
Foundation 
India

MEG PAGANI
Entrepreneur & 
Founder of Impacton
Italy

AYA CHEBBI
Former African Union 
Youth Envoy, Founder 
& Chair of Nala Feminist 
Collective
Tunisia

NONDUMISO 
HLOPHE
Director – Global 
Shapers Mbabane
Kingdom of Eswatini

AY YOUNG
Artist, Entrepreneur, 
Sustainability Activist
United States of 
America

VITORINO MELLO 
OLIVEIRA
Portuguese diplomat at 
the United Nations in 
New York
Portugal

JOÃO BRITES
Director of Growth 
& Innovation at 
HowGood
Portugal

WEZA BOMBO 
JOÃO
Student at the 
University of St. 
Gallen
Angola

LINH DO
Director, Wattle 
Fellowship at 
the University of 
Melbourne
Australiamembers

11
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Dedicated Team

CEMS Support Team NOVA SBE Students Team

We believe in the power of humanity to 
build a world that is peaceful, inclusive, and 
sustainable for all. United by this belief, 
together we stood in our mission to bring this 
vision to life every single day.

CEMS Volunteer Students

SILVIA RODRIGUEZ
Executive Director

Portugal

CATHERINE
DA SILVEIRA

PATRÍCIA 
FERREIRA CRUZ

JUMANA 
ZAHALKA

TOMÁS
CACHOPO

TOMÁS 
RODRIGUES

VASCO
PESTANA COUTO

EMILE VON 
SCHOMBERG

MARIE-LUISE 
MEIER

MELISSA 
HERMANNS

CARLA ABREU
Project & Operations Manager

Portugal

INÊS REBELO
Program & Community Manager

Portugal

CEMS Academic Director 
& Associate Professor at 
Nova SBE

Bachelor’s in Economics & 
CEMS Student

Academic Director
of CEMS at NUS

Bachelor’s in
Management Student

CEMS Student Bachelor’s in
Management Student 

Youth & CEMS
Initiatives Coordinator

Social Media Coordinator Youth & CEMS
Initiatives Coordinator

France / Portugal
Portugal Portugal Portugal

Portugal
Canada The Netherlands

Germany
Germany

GOVERNANCE



HOST CO-HOST

 www.estorilconferences.org
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